**Everlife 2018-03-01**

don't miss the epic conclusion to the everlife novels a series fans calls vividly unique unforgettable and exhilarating new from gena showalter author of the new york times bestselling the white rabbit chronicles comes a series finale that will keep you on the edge of your seat rooting for the characters until the very last page utterly unique and absolutely riveting i couldn't put it down what a marvelously cool world sarah j maas new york times bestselling author on firstlife stand together or fall alone the fate of the everlife hangs in the balance at seventeen years old tenley ten lockwood had to make the ultimate choice where to live after she died loyalty to her selected realm has not wavered until now she is out of time sacrifices must be made and a terrible price must be paid but is she too late as the everlife descends into darkness a single truth becomes clear troika and myriad must unite or perish in order to bring sworn enemies together ten must enter forbidden territory and destroy the powerful prince of ravens but there's only one way inside bonding with killian flynn a deadly rival who sets her blood aflame when nothing goes as planned and betrayal leads to the edge of utter defeat ten and killian will have to rebuild trust from the ashes of their hearts victory seems impossible the odds stacked against them in the end how far will they be willing to go for the sake of their realms and the everlife lifeblood ramps up the action ten fold don't miss this exhilarating sequel to firstlife p c cast 1 new york times bestselling author firstlife illuminates the depths of human resilience and the power of love even in the darkest hours kresley cole 1 new york times bestselling author of the arcana chronicles i couldn't stop reading for ten an unforgettable and powerful heroine who is obsessed with numbers creates the coolest reverse poems and fascinates the baddest boy showalter has ever written kristin cast 1 new york times bestselling author on firstlife raw edgy and dark firstlife will leave you craving more wendy higgins new york times bestselling author the everlife books delivers an entertaining series opener that condemns imagination or control everly returns to the land of her birth there she meets roth charmaine the supposed prince charming their attraction is undeniable but their relationship is doomed as everly faces disasters and betrayals world everly morrow has no idea she's a fairy tale princess until she begins to commune with mirrors soon a horrifying truth is revealed she is fated to be snow white's greatest enemy the evil queen with powers beyond her once upon a time meets game of thrones in new york times bestselling author gena showalter's magical romantic dark fantasy series in which the fairy tales we know and love are prophecies of the future welcome to the forest 

**Firstlife 2016-02-23**

the new york times bestselling novel with an inventive premise and easy to root for characters a series opener young adult fantasy fans will enjoy kirkus reviews from the author of the new york times bestselling white rabbit chronicles series comes the first book of a new series tenley ten lockwood is an average seventeen year old girl who has spent the past thirteen months locked inside the pynne asylum the reason not her obsession with numbers but her refusal to let her parents choose where she'll live after she dies there is an eternal truth most of the world has come to accept firstlife is merely a dress rehearsal and real life begins after death in the everlife two realms are in power troika and myriad longtime enemies and deadly rivals both will do anything to recruit ten including sending their top laborers to lure her to their side soon ten finds herself on the run caught in a wild tug of war between the two realms who will do anything to win the right to her soul who can she trust and what if the realm she's drawn to isn't where the boy she's falling for lives she just has to stay alive long enough to make a decision utterly unique and absolutely riveting i couldn't put it down what a marvelously cool world sarah j maas 1 new york times bestselling author of the crescent city series the story's use of religion as a framework is fresh and layered giving the novel an epic sweep publishers weekly a creative mash up of dystopian science fiction and otherworldly fantasy school library journal make a decision utterly unique and absolutely riveting i couldn't put it down what a marvelously cool world sarah j maas 1 new york times bestselling author of the crescent city series the story's use of religion as a framework is fresh and layered giving the novel an epic sweep publishers weekly a creative mash up of dystopian science fiction and otherworldly fantasy school library journal

**No Gravestone Left Unturned 2022-03-28**

she suspects everyone of everything now everyone suspects her for cemetery owner and world's best fur mom jane ladling death is her business romance is her misfortune and suspicion is her passion when she discovers a fresh body on her porch she calls special agent conrad ryan her smoke show of a boyfriend who isn't actually her boyfriend whatever it's complicated especially now that she's being framed for the murder of the only hard hitting journalist in the small town of aurelian hills georgia determined to clear her good name jane dives headlong into following the clues with best friends fiona and beau at her side but can she identify the killer before she goes to jail or worse there's another victim

**The Evil Queen 2019-06-25**

once upon a time meets game of thrones in new york times bestselling author gena showalter's magical romantic dark fantasy series in which the fairy tales we know and love are prophecies of the future welcome to the forest of good and evil where villains may be heroes and villains may be allies it all depends on who you ask in the realm of enchantia creatures of legend still exist magic is the norm and fairy tales are real raised in the human world everly morrow has no idea she's a fairy tale princess until she begins to commune with mirrors soon a horrifying truth is revealed she is fated to be snow white's greatest enemy the devil queen with powers beyond her imagination or control everly returns to the land of her birth there she meets roth charmaine the supposed prince charming their attraction is undeniable but their relationship is doomed as everly faces disasters and betrayals giving in to her dark side proves more tempting can she resist or will she become the villain she was born to be critics love the evil queen showalter the everlife books delivers an entertaining series opener that condemns prejudice while championing self determination romance sweet and steamy gay and straight features prominently action and humor abound and the mystery of how each character figures into the legend imparts intrigue publishers weekly the novel's conceit has a lot of potential with its deconstruction of a cherished fairy tale an interesting take on good and evil as actions rather than fate and a long cast of characters in ever evolving roles that will leave readers wondering who they are supposed to be kirkus reviews the forest of good and evil series the evil queen the glass queen

2023-02-25 2/10
The Darkest Assassin 2020-03-02

from new york times and usa today bestselling author gena showalter comes a new story in her lords of the underworld series fox is a demon possessed immortal with many talents ability to open portals check power to kill the most dangerous sent ones check scare away any man who might want to date her mate now the keeper of distrust has been marked for death a winged assassin with rainbow colored eyes tracking her every move determined to avenge the males she accidentally decimated if only she could control the desire to rip off his clothes bjorn is a fierce warrior with many complications tragic torture filled past check power to kill the most dangerous sent ones check scare away any man who might want to date her mate now the keeper of distrust has been marked for death a winged assassin with rainbow colored eyes tracking her every move determined to avenge the males she accidentally decimated if only she could control the desire to rip off his clothes bjorn is a fierce warrior with many complications tragic torture filled past check power to kill the most dangerous sent ones check scare away any man who might want to date her mate now the keeper of distrust has been marked for death a winged assassin with rainbow colored eyes tracking her every move determined to avenge the males she accidentally decimated if only she could control the desire to rip off his clothes bjorn is a fierce warrior with many complications tragic torture filled past check power to kill the most dangerous sent ones check scare away any man who might want to date her mate now the keeper of distrust has been marked for death a winged assassin with rainbow colored eyes tracking her every move determined to avenge the males she accidentally decimated if only she could control the desire to rip off his clothes bjorn is a fierce warrior with many complications tragic torture filled past

Playing with Fire 2018-07-01

a classic tale from the queen of paranormal romance gena showalter twenty four year old barista belle jamison dreams of a better job and a decent love life until a crazy scientist spikes her mocha latte suddenly belle can wield the four elements earth wind fire and water with only a thought coffee too hot no problem hair in need of a blow dry done gorgeous government agent rome masters has been sent to neutralize belle but he s not the only one after her together they must outrun the rogue agents on their trail and find a way to control her powers there s just one problem the sparks belle and rome generate are even hotter than the ones flying from her eyes and with her future on the line now is the worst possible time to fall in love originally published in 2006

The Darkest Warrior 2018-06-26

a searing lords of the underworld tale by new york times bestselling author gena showalter featuring a beastly prince and the wife he will wage war to keep he is ice puck the undefeated host of the demon of indifference cannot experience emotion without punishment so he allows himself to feel nothing until her according to ancient prophecy she is the key to avenging his past saving his realm and ruling as king all he must do steal her from the man she loves and marry her she is fire gillian shaw has suffered many tragedies in her too short life but nothing could have prepared the fragile human for her transition into immortality to survive she must wed a horned monster who both intrigues and frightens her and become the warrior queen she was born to be together they burn as a rising sense of possession and obsession overtake puck so does insatiable lust the more he learns about his clever resourceful wife the more he craves her and the more time gillian spends with her protective husband the more she aches for him but the prophecy also predicts an unhappily ever after can puck defeat fate itself to keep the woman who brought his deadened heart back to life or will they succumb to destiny losing each other and everything they ve been fighting for

Magic at Midnight 2013-02-05

two charmed and sexy novellas set in mysteria the beguiling little colorado town where magic is in the air and passions run high and not because of the altitude hundreds of years ago in the mountains of colorado mysteria was founded by a random act of demonic kindness today it s a magnet for the supernatural where magic quietly coexists with the mundane world but now two sisters are about to unleash a tempest of seduction that will have tongues wagging for centuries to come the witches of mysteria and the dead who love them genevieve is a witch with a bad case of unrequited love for a local bar owner but is his sudden change of heart the result of a love potion or a literally breathtaking passion a tawdry affair glory witch of love wants her man unfortunately he barely knows she exists until a magic pen brings her creative fantasies of seduction sex and delicious revenge to life

Ruthless 2022-08-09

one of the premier authors of paranormal romance gena showalter delivers an utterly spellbinding story kresley cole 1 new york times bestselling author don t miss the second book in new york times bestselling author gena showalter s captivating and unforgettable immortal enemies series forbidden powerful ruthless micah the unwilling fae king of the forgotten can tame even the most violent of beasts forged on the battlefield this iron willed warrior considers his soldiers his family and he will stop at nothing to reclaim their dispossessed land gearing for war with a sadistic enemy he is disciplined and focused until a feral beauty he encountered long ago wanders into his camp viori de aoibheall wields a terrifying ability to sing monsters to life having spent her childhood in a forest raising herself and her frightening creations the only friends she s ever known she s ill prepared for the scarred royal and his fearsome brutality not to mention the ferocity of their connection and the carnality of his touch but the real problem her brother is micah s greatest foe and though the sensual king makes her burn she must stop him whatever the cost immortal enemies book 1 heartless book 2 ruthless
The Warlord 2021-04-20

new york times bestselling author gena showalter begins a dark sexy new series rise of the warlords with a fan favorite character from her beloved lords of the underworld series taliyah skyhawk the ice maiden faces off with her greatest enemy a villain brutal beyond imagining for centuries taliyah skyhawk has prepared to become harpy general leader of the deadliest female army in existence one of the requirements remain a virgin but for a chance to save her people she must wed the fearless leader of the astra planeta alaroc pheathon the time has come for roc to sacrifice another virgin bride to his god there has never been a woman alluring enough to tempt him from his path no warriress powerful enough to overcome his incredible strength no enchantress desirable enough to make him burn beyond reason until now with the clock ticking war between husband and wife ignites except taliyah never expected the merciless king to challenge the future she once envisioned she certainly never anticipated the thrill of their battles turning into games the problem is only one spouse can survive love is a battlefield in showalter s the warlord don t miss ruthless the second book in new york times bestselling author gena showalter s captivating and unforgettable immortal enemies series

The Darkest Captive: A Lords of the Underworld Novella 2019-02-25

from new york times and usa today bestselling author gena showalter comes a new story in her lords of the underworld series for centuries galen the treacherous has been the most hated immortal in the underworld with good reason this bad boy of bad boys has lied stolen cheated and killed with abandon possessed by the demons of jealousy and false hope he has always lived for a single purpose destroy everything then he met her former demon turned human femme fatale legion honey sought to kill galen but ended up parting with her virginity instead afraid of their sizzling connection she ran away and ended up trapped in hell tortured and abused in the worst of ways now she s free and a shell of herself afraid of her own shadow galen s hunger for legion has only grown now the warrior with nothing to lose must help her rekindle the fire that once burned inside her but as desires blaze white hot will legion run again or will the unlikely pair succumb to love at long last every 1001 dark nights novella is a standalone story for new readers it s an introduction to an author s world and for fans it s a bonus book in the author s series we hope you ll enjoy each one as much as we do

Intertwined 2017-01-16

a novel of romantic paranormal suspense by the bestselling author of the white rabbit chronicles once i started reading this book i couldn t stop kristin cast new york times bestselling coauthor of the house of night series new york times bestselling author gena showalter presents the intertwined series featuring a sixteen year old boy with four other souls trapped in his head aden stone has always been different despite his best efforts he s also been trouble living in a halfway house for wayward teens he does his best to appear normal thanks to the souls sharing prime real estate inside his mind he can raise the dead time travel possess other bodies and predict the future but he can t always control the abilities and that s the least of his worries creatures of myth and legend sense him and now they are hunting him in this dark world of intrigue and danger vampires and werewolves are out for blood his can he trust the beautiful vampiress who claims she wants to help him will he find love or the ultimate betrayal this fast paced action driven plot has many unexpected twists and turns a unique story line and strong characters school library journal

Lord of the Vampires 2011-09-01

once upon a time the blood sorcerer vanquished the kingdom of elden to save their children the queen scattered them to safety and the king filled them with vengeance only a magical timepiece connects the four royal heirs and time is running out nicolai the vampire was renowned for his virility but in a twist of fate the dark seducer had become a sex slave in the kingdom of delfina stripped of his precious timepiece and his memory all that remained was a primal need for freedom revenge and the only woman who could help him in her dreams a wanton vampire called to jane parker drawing her to his dark sexuality and his magical realm but for a human all was not a fairy tale in delfina jane was the key to nicolai s memory but exploiting her meant dooming the only mortal he craved

The Immortal 2022-02-01

new york times bestselling author gena showalter delivers the immortal the second dark and sexy book in her rise of the warlords series featuring a cold merciless assassin and a stubborn harpy warrior one fated to die by the other s hand halho phaninon assassin of gods is as cold and merciless as a machine for victory he crosses any line when tasked to kill twelve of mythology s fiercest monsters in twenty four hours halho eagerly accepts except each morning he awakens to the same day forced to relive new horrors only one other person retains their memory the beauty who threatens his iron control ophelia the flunk out hates her disaster of a life she s the family disappointment a harpy warrior without a kill and powerless or is she nearly every night she s doomed to repeat her own murder but each morning she arises to spar with halho the ruthless warlord increasingly determined to save her and lure her to his bed halho s insatiable desire for the stubborn ophelia drives him wild and he only craves more if he remains in the time loop they stay together but if he escapes they lose each other forever don t miss ruthless the second book in new york times bestselling author gena showalter s captivating and unforgettable immortal enemies series
Heartless 2021-06-29

don t miss the first book in new york times bestselling author gena showalter s sexy heart pounding new immortal enemies series about a ruthless warrior hellbent on revenge the fae princess determined to thwart him at every turn and the desire that threatens to consume them in heartless one of the premier authors of paranormal romance gena showalter delivers an utterly spellbinding story kresley cole 1 new york times bestselling author vengeance is irresistible kay sar the unhinged one fae king of midnight can drive anyone to madness with his song a ruthless warrior forges in hate he lives to force his enemies to their knees he will stop at nothing to succeed even abducting and seducing his foe s beloved bride to ensure his own child one day sits on the male s throne except his prize escapes to the mortal realm before the first kiss her heart transplanted into a human beauty with dangerous secrets chantel cookie bardot is a professional gamer girl great at trash talking bad at peopling after a long awaited surgery she begins to morph into a powerful fae princess catapaulted into a strange land ruled by a cruel but seductive villain she must battle flesh and blood monsters and navigate royal intrigues but the true danger is kaysar whose every wicked touch tempts her beyond reason should she run or descend into the darkness with him don t miss ruthless the second book in new york times bestselling author gena showalter s captivating and unforgettable immortal enemies series 

Lifeblood 2017-02-28

from a new york times bestseller a gripping sequel that will captivate fantasy readers especially fans of sarah j maas and susan dennard school library journal my firstlife is over but my everlife is only now beginning with her last living breath tenley ten lockwood made her choice and picked her realm in the everlife now as the war between troika and myriad rages she must face the consequences because ten possesses a rare supernatural ability to absorb and share light the powers that be have the highest expectations for her future and the enemy wants her neutralized to save her secondlife she must learn about her realm from the ground up while launching her first mission convincing a select group of humans to join her side before they die no pressure right but ten s competition is killian the boy she can t forget the one who gave up everything for her happiness he has only one shot at redemption beating ten at a game she s never even played as their throw downs heat up so do their undeniable feelings and soon ten will have to make another choice love or victory tense philosophical and enthralling kirkus reviews

Enemies to Lovers 2020-12-07

he demands control in all things she comes in like a wrecking ball in this sizzling classic from new york times bestselling author gena showalter previously published as the harder you fall who knew enemies make the best lovers to overcome a tragic past aloof lincoln west demands a structured life but even his iron control has limits for two months of every year he indulges in every sensual pleasure he s ready to pick a lover anyone but the bad girl who once dated his friend reformed partier jessie kay dillon is determined to walk the straight and narrow no men like zero or maybe just a taste of this one her love hate sizzle with west s read the entire reader favorite original heartbreakers series book 1 the secret fling book 2 friends first book 3 enemies to lovers book 4 second chance book 5 can t let go book 6 can t get enough

The Darkest Whisper 2016-03-14

new york times bestselling author gena showalter returns with another reader favorite installment of the lords of the underworld series bound by the demon of doubt sabin unintentionally destroys even the most confident of lovers so the immortal warrior spends his time on the battlefield instead of in the bedroom victory his only concern until he meets gwendolyn the timid one taste of the beautiful redhead and he craves more gwen an immortal herself always thought she d fall for a kind human who wouldn t rouse her darker side but when sabin frees her from prison battling their enemies for the claim to pandora s box turns out to be nothing compared to the battle sabin and gwen will wage against love included in this ebook edition is a special scene from the latest installment in the series the darkest torment featuring the ruthless beautiful baden previously published

The Glass Queen 2020-09-29

in the forest of good and evil strength is weakness and weakness is strength it all depends on who the slipper fits princess asleigh charmaine anskelisa is the glass princess ready to shatter with a whisper of wind born with a weak heart the vulnerable beauty has no magical ability or does something strange is happening to asleigh blackouts evil whispers immunity to fire turns out she s fated to play the part of cinderella but this time the tale is twisted the royal she s supposed to enchant is the ruthless saxon a reincarnation of the realm s most savage ruler and he thinks asleigh is a reincarnation of his greatest enemy he s even fighting in a tournament to wed her stepister as the stroke of midnight looms will asleigh become the queen she s prophesied to be or lose everything she s come to love praise for gena showalter utterly unique and absolutely riveting i couldn t put it down what a marvelously cool world 1 new york times bestselling author sarah j maas on firstlife firstlife is a nonstop thrill ride that will stop your heart and shock it back to life this book is 1 on my keeper shelf 1 new york times bestselling author p c cast firstlife is the depths of human resilience and the power of love even in the darkest hours 1 new york times bestselling author kresley cole

2023-02-25
Burning Dawn 2014-04-29

new york times bestselling author gena showalter returns with a sizzling angels of the dark tale about a winged warrior renowned for his ruthlessness and the woman who becomes his obsession a tormented past has left thane with an insatiable need for violence making him the most dangerous assassin in the skies he lives by a single code no mercy and as he unleashes his fury on his most recent captor he learns no battle could have prepared him for the slave he rescues from his enemy s clutches a beauty who stokes the fires of his darkest desires elin vale has her own deep rooted scars and her attraction to the exquisite warrior who freed her challenges her every boundary but thane s unwavering determination to protect her means she must face her greatest fears and enter a world in which passion is power and victory means breathtaking surrender

The One You Want 2015-03-01

new york times bestselling author gena showalter introduces the original heartbreakers beginning with a ruthless businessman about to break his own rules in this special prequel novella rich powerful and utterly untamable dane michaelson is every woman s darkest fantasy when he returns to his hometown to witness his father s upcoming nuptials he is unprepared for the redheaded beauty soon to become his stepsister he s never wanted anyone more kenna starr has no desire to join the long list of women on rotation in dane s bedroom the single mom learned the hard way bad boys do bad things and someone always gets hurt but dane isn t fighting fair with every heated look stolen kiss and illicit caress he melts her defenses soon the girl with the rep and the man who claims to be heartless are locked in a passionate affair but what trouble arises will they stand together or fall apart look for the next books in the original heartbreakers the closer you come the hotter you burn and the harder you fall from hqn books

The Darkest Fire 2016-01-18

new york times bestselling author gena showalter has enthralled thousands of readers with her lords of the underworld series enter this darkly sensual world where the line between good and evil blurs and true love is put to the ultimate test in the series prequel novella the darkest fire he is the guardian of hell more monster than man she is the goddess of oppression more angel than woman together they will enter the flames to battle a dangerous horde of demon lords and discover a passion unlike any other dan e showalter s breathtaking paranormal series the lords of the underworld though they carry an eternal curse the lords of the underworld are irresistibly seductive and unimaginably powerful showalter at her finest new york times bestselling author karen marie moning on the darkest night the first novel in the lords of the underworld series book 0 5 of lords of the underworld

Playing With Fire 2009-10-01

in playing with fire theo fleury takes us behind the bench during his glorious days as an nhl player and talks about growing up devastatingly poor and in chaos at home dark personal issues began to surface and drinking drugs gambling and girls ultimately derailed a career that had him destined for the hall of fame fleury shares all in this raw captivating and honest look at the previously untold story of one the game s greatest heroes

The Darkest Promise 2017-06-13

new york times bestselling author gena showalter returns with a sizzling lords of the underworld story about an iron willed sovereign and the somber beauty who melts him with a glance possessed by the demon of misery cameo isn t allowed to experience joy if she dares her memory is wiped clean with no other recourse she sneaks into a land more fantastical than any fairy tale determined to find the one man with the key to her redemption lazarus the cruel and unusual rules his kingdom with a single unwavering focus to build his army and annihilate his enemies nothing distracts him until cameo he is relentless in his quest to make her smile and seduce her into his bed as dark forces conspire against them threatening to destroy the fragile bond they ve forged the once calm lazarus grows crazed every heart stopping kiss and wicked touch causes cameo to teeter on the brink of happiness but if she falls she risks forgetting him forever

Tempt Me Eternally 2014-06-02

the huntress becomes the hunted in this sizzling paranormal romance from new york times and usa today bestselling author gena showalter previously published as part of the deep kiss of winter anthology with 1 new york times bestselling author kresley cole now available as a stand alone ebook with only skin to skin contact aleaha love can change her appearance assuming any identity as an air alien investigation and removal agent her newest mission is to capture a group of otherworldly warriors so imagine her surprise when the hunter becomes the hunted and she s taken captive by dangerously seductive breean a golden skinned iron willed commander who threatens everything aleaha stands for and makes her want to be only herself for the first time in her life
**Unraveled 2017-01-30**

new york times bestselling author in an oklahoma town a teen has escaped life as an outcast but his powers are about to pull him into a supernatural war since coming to crossroads oklahoma former outcast aden stone has been living the good life never mind that one of his best friends is a werewolf his girlfriend is a vampire princess who hungers for his blood and he s supposed to be crowned vampire king while still a human well kind of with four oops three now human souls living inside his head aden has always been different himself these souls can time travel raise the dead possess another s mind and his least favorite these days tell the future the forecast for aden a knife through the heart is brewing between the creatures of the dark and aden is somehow at the center of it all but he isn t about to lie down and accept his destiny without a fight not when his new friends have his back not when victoria has risked her own future to be with him and not when he has a reason to live for the first time in his life praise for intertwined strong characterization a fast paced plot publishers weekly once i started reading this book i couldn t stop kristin cast new york times bestselling coauthor of the house of night series many unexpected twists and turns a unique story line school library journal

**Oh My Goth 2018-09-01**

a note from jade leighton s journal years ago a tragic accident robbed me of my mother and emotions because i find beauty in darkness and thrive outside social norms i ve been labeled a freak at school i know my continued apathy hurts my loved ones but i m not about to change nothing will ever hurt me again then i wake up in an alternate reality and everything else has changed goth is in i m considered cool and my archenemy the formerly popular mercedes is the freak but my real friends won t talk to me and the new boy is getting under my skin as my world spins out of control i m desperate to return to normal but the more time that passes the less i m sure what normal really is

**Dark Swan 2017-09-25**

the alien huntress series is back with fan favorite air agent dallas gutierrez from new york times and usa today bestselling paranormal romance author gena showalter who doesn t disappoint with this sizzling hot alpha hero lilica swan isn t quite human or otherworlder she is the best and worst of both she is willing to do whatever proves necessary to save her sister from the seductive and deadly alien investigation and removal agent dallas gutierrez even bonding her lifeforce to his by effectively marrying him but the bond will fade without consummation can dallas resist his insatiable desire for the powerful beauty or will she lead to his ultimate downfall

**The Darkest Lie 2016-07-18**

though they carry an eternal curse the lords of the underworld are irresistibly seductive and unimaginably powerful don t miss this stunning paranormal series from new york times bestselling author gena showalter forced to his knees in agony whenever he speaks the truth gideon can recognize any lie until he captures scarlet a demon possessed immortal who claims to be his long lost wife he doesn t remember the beautiful female much less wedding or bedding her but he wants to almost as much as he wants her but scarlet is keeper of nightmares too dangerous to roam free a future with her might mean ultimate ruin especially as gideon s enemies draw closer and the truth threatens to destroy all he s come to love book 6 of lords of the underworld originally published in 2010

**Friends First 2020-10-12**

a troubled playboy meets the woman he can t resist in this sizzling classic from new york times bestselling author gena showalter previously published as the hotter you burn beck ockley is ruthless in the boardroom and the bedroom he s never been with the same woman twice and vows he never will with a past as troubled as his meaningless sex keeps the demons at bay and his own wary heart intact harlow glass is currently penniless jobless and homeless when the beautiful artist sneaks into beck s home her ancestral estate she s shocked by his early return and her immediate sizzling and intense attraction to him for the first time in beck s life he can t get a woman out of his mind all too soon friendship blooms into something more and he ll either have to break her heart or surrender his own read the entire reader favorite original heartbreakers series book 1 the closer you come book 2 friends first book 3 the harder you fall book 4 can t hardly breathe book 5 can t let go book 6 the one you want

**The Vampire's Bride 2009**

he is layel king of the vampires a master seducer no woman can deny but since a rogue horde of dragons killed his beloved over two centuries ago layel has existed only for vengeance until he meets delilah wary of love the beautiful amazon wants nothing to do with the tormented vampire yet there is no denying their consuming desire every time he nears her neither trusts the other nor can they survive alone for in an impossible game of the gods devising they ve been trapped on an island about to face the ultimate challenge surrender to the passion that will bind them forever or be doomed to an eternity apart
**Last Kiss Goodnight 2012-12-26**

A new paranormal series involving a warrior enslaved by desire and the woman who frees his soul.

**Second Chance 2021-01-11**

She's never felt desired and he's never craved a woman more in this sizzling classic from New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter previously published as Can't Hardly Breathe. Dorothea Mathis has overcome the obstacles in her way, but she can't shake her long-standing crush on former army ranger Daniel Porter. The sexy bad boy is back in town and using her inn as a personal playground. She should kick him out, but his heated glances are making her stupid... No way she'll give another chance to the man who didn't want her in high school. Right? Daniel craves curvy Dorothea night and day, but all he can offer is a few no-strings nights to burn off a little steam. He's learned to despise romance; love brings loss except being with Dorothea only makes him burn for more. Winning her over won't be easy, but he'll fight to prove a second chance isn't settling for second best. Read the entire Reader Favorite Original Heartbreakers Series: Book 1: The Secret Fling, Book 2: Friends First, Book 3: Enemies to Lovers, Book 4: Second Chance, Book 5: Can't Let Go, Book 6: Can't Get Enough.

**Gena Showalter Bundle 2007-02-01**

Gena Showalter is one of the rising stars of paranormal romance. Now three of her most popular stories have been gathered together in one great collection: The Stone Prince, The Pleasure Slave, and Heart of the Dragon. Lots of danger and sexy passion give lucky readers a spicy taste of adventure and romance. *Romantic Times Bookclub* on Heart of the Dragon.

**Can't Let Go 2017-11-01**

New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter is back with a sizzling original heartbreakers tale about an icy war vet and the only woman capable of melting him with trust issues. A mile long ryanne wade has sworn off men. Then Jude Laurent walks into her bar, and all bets are off. The former army ranger has suffered unimaginably first being maimed in battle, then losing his wife and daughters to a drunk driver. Making the brooding widower smile is priority one. Resisting him impossible. Jude Ryanne is off limits, and yet the beautiful bartender who serves alcohol to potential motorists tempts him like no other. When a rival bar threatens her livelihood and her life, he can't turn away. She triggers something in him - thought long buried and he's determined to protect her whatever the cost. As their already scorching attraction continues to heat the damaged soldier, he knows he must let go of his past to hold on to his future or risk losing the second chance he desperately needs.

**The Harder You Fall 2015**

Millionaire video game creator Lincoln West has a dark and tragic past. The sought after bachelor lives by a rigid schedule and a single rule: one relationship per year lasting no more than two months. No exceptions. When he gave up the big city for a small town, he hoped to escape the worst of his memories until a brash beauty dredges up long-buried emotions.

**Red Handed 2007-06-19**

She's been chosen to fight the elusive enemy among us. Phoenix Germaine has been trying to earn back her mother's trust after going into rehab and kicking onadyn, the drug of choice for new Chicago teens. But when a party in the woods turns into an all-out battle with the most ferocious aliens, Phoenix has never seen before, she's brought home in what appears to be an onadyn-induced state. Hello reform school! Except what her mother doesn't know is that Phoenix has just been recruited to join the elite alien investigation and removal agency where she'll learn to fight dirty track hard and destroy the enemy. Her professional training will be rigorous and dangerous, and the fact that one of her instructors is Ryan Stone, the drop-dead gorgeous nineteen-year-old agent she met in the woods that night, doesn't make things any easier. Especially when dating him is totally against the rules. Wildly imaginative, action-packed, and thrilling, *Red Handed* launches Gena Showalter's stunning new alien huntress series.

**The Darkest Pleasure 2016-02-15**

Reyes is a man possessed. Bound by the demon of pain, he is forbidden to know pleasure yet he craves a mortal woman. Danika Ford more than breath and will do anything to claim her. Even defy the gods. Danika is on the run. For months she's eluded the lords of the underworld immortal warriors who won't rest until she and her family have been destroyed. But her dreams are haunted by Reyes, the warrior whose searing touch she can't forget... Yet a future.
together could mean death to all they both hold dear and be sure to check out the latest book in the irresistibly seductive lords of the underworld series the darkest torment featuring the fierce warrior baden who will stop at nothing to claim the exquisite human with the power to soothe the beast inside him

**Prince of Stone 2020-02-10**

A cursed warrior crosses paths with a woman unlucky in love in this sizzling significantly updated classic from new york times bestselling author gena showalter originally published as the stone prince in 2004 a statuesque beauty unlucky in love with five older brothers katie james grew up a tomboy now the six foot tall home renovator has never made it past a first date when she begins restoration on an old victorian she never dreamed the gorgeous marble statue in the garden would come to life with a kiss but suddenly a very real very naked warrior is standing before her demanding she surrender her heart a cursed alien prince with everything to lose jorlan en sarr hails from the distant planet imperia thanks to his brother s curse he s been entombed in stone for centuries awaiting a fair maiden to set him free yet the goddess like female with a will of iron and kisses like flame is nothing like the subservient damsels of his homeland and though katie affects him as no other jorlan must guard his heart while winning hers all in two weeks if he fails he ll be turned back to stone forever originally published in 2004

**Enslave Me Sweetly 2006-06-06**

Eden black is the next exciting character in the alien huntress series that started with the naughty girl of summer mia snow in awaken me darkly eden black walks among humans protecting them from the murderous evil of other worlders who abduct and enslave and though she appears to be human herself eden is an alien a raka distinguished by her golden hair and skin and gifted with the ominous ability to kill without remorse and with total accuracy that is until the fateful night she has one shot to eliminate her target a human slaver and misses failure is not in eden s vocabulary neither is partner but that s what she is forcibly assigned after recovering from her disastrous mission a sexy steely nerved human agent lucius adaire enjoys nothing more than sparking the fury and rousing the desire of the fiery female assassin too proud to admit defeat locked in an assignment they cannot afford to lose lucius and eden find themselves bound in two high stakes heart pounding games the sensual web of kill or be killed and the erotic dance of seduction